A new method of surface-quality assessment is presented. The model of highlight lines is introduced, and its properties and applications in surface-quality evaluation are demonstrated. The differential equation of the highlight-line model is derived, and the difficulty involved in seeking its analytical solutions is discussed. Alternatively, the creation of highlight lines is formulated as a surface-plane intersection problem, and solved using surface-contouring techniques. A fast highlight-line algorithm is developed utilizing an efficient traced contouring technique. The algorithm is robust, fully automatic, and, therefore, well suited for realtime quality-assessment tasks.
attempt to simulate surface-reflection characteristics which can be observed by the human eye; in other words, they demonstrate more intuitive, instead of abstract, features, and are easier to comprehend.
The calculation of highlight lines, isophotes, and reflection lines involves solving systems of partial differential equations 2'5. In general, it is impossible to find the analytic solution, owing to the inherent complexity of the problem. This paper explores reliable, as well as efficient, numerical procedures that allow the realtime manipulation of highlight lines for smoothness evaluation and quality assessment.
We begin our discussion by introducing the model of highlight lines and highlight bands. We then show properties and applications of highlight lines. We derive the fundamental differential equation of highlight lines, and demonstrate the difficulty involved in seeking analytical solutions. Alternatively, we investigate the computational aspect of finding highlight lines by intersecting an auxiliary surface with a plane, and subsequently formulate a surface-plane intersection problem. We then propose our solution method using surface-contouring techniques. We develop the technique of constructing the auxiliary surface, and present a traced contour-line algorithm that is based on an edge-oriented data structure. Finally, we provide a performance analysis based on our implementation results.
DEFINITION OF HIGHLIGHT LINE/BAND
A highlight line is created by an assumed linear light source idealized by a straight line with an infinite extension. The light source is positioned somewhere above the surface under consideration. As shown in Fioure 1, the imprint of the light source on the surface is the collection of all the surface points for which the extended surface normal passes through the light source. This imprint is the highlight line, and it is defined as follows:
Definition 1: A highlight line is a set of points on a surface for which the perpendicular distance between the surface normal and a linear light source is zero.
The condition for a surface point belonging to a highlight line can be formulated as follows. Assume the linear light source L(t) (see Figure 1 ) is given by
where A is a point on L(t) and B is a vector defining the direction of L(t). For a given surface point Q, let N be the directional vector of the corresponding surface normal. The extended surface normal E(s) at Q is, therefore, a line passing through Q in the direction of N, and it can be defined as follows:
surface for which the perpendicular distance between the surface normal and the centreline of a cylindrical light source is less than or equal to the radius of the light source.
In other words, a point Q on the surface belongs to a highlight band if the extended surface normal at Q passes through the cylinder. Definition 1 of the light source is still valid, but it now applies to the centreline of the cylinder. A point Q on the surface belongs to a highlight band if
where d is defined in Equation 3 , and r is the radius of the light-source cylinder. The equals sign in Equation 4 holds for all the surface points for which the extended surface normal is tangential to the light-source cylinder. The curve formed by this collection of points is called the highlight-band boundary.
Definition 3: A highlight-band boundary is a set of points on a surface for which the perpendicular distance between the surface normal and the centreline of a cylindrical light source is equal to the radius of the light-source cylinder.
Note that, when r becomes zero, the highlight-band boundary becomes the highlight line. This property is used in the development of the highlight-line algorithm.
The creation of colour-coded or grey-shaded highlight bands, as shown in Colour Plate 1, is discussed in Reference 7. This initial work by the authors was based on an exhaustive search method, and it involved vector and parallel-processing techniques to achieve realtime response. This paper, in contrast, presents an efficient method for the finding of the highlight-band boundary curves and the highlight lines, and it achieves realtime response with a conventional hardware architecture. In an interactive-graphics environment, the user can inspect the entire surface by translating or rotating the light source, and thereby sweeping the highlight line over the surface. As an extension, a single light source can be replaced by an array of parallel light sources. This creates a family of highlight lines covering the surface. An example is given in Colour Plate 2. As an alternative extension, a cylindrical light source with a uniformly increasing sequence of radii can be used to create a family Highlight-line algorithm for realtime surface-quality assessment: K-P Beier and Y Chert The highlight-line model involves surface normals, and it is sensitive to the change of normal directions. For a parametric surface Q(u, v), a normal can be defined as Property I: A highlight line is viewer-independent.
The highlight line is a simplified reflection model in the sense that it is viewer-independent. In contrast to reflection lines 3, the path of a highlight line does not change if the viewer changes his/her viewpoint. The surface and light source may be rotated or translated together to facilitate the inspection of the highlight line. Since the highlight line remains at the same location, no calculations are required to update the highlight line during viewing operations.
Property 2:
A discontinuity on a surface is magnified by an order of one in the highlight line.
the crossproduct of the two first partial derivatives (tangent vectors) at a given point. If these first derivatives of the surface are discontinuous (tangent discontinuity), the highlight line exposes a positional discontinuity, as shown in Figure 5 . A 2nd-order discontinuity of a surface results in a tangent discontinuity in the highlight line, as shown in Figure 6 , and so forth. Highlight bands and highlight-band boundaries have similar properties. Figure 7b, however, clearly reveal a small dent in the surface through 'glitches' in the pattern of the highlight-line family.
HIGHLIGHT-LINE/BAND BOUNDARY ALGORITHM

Fundamental differential equations
In theory, a highlight line or band boundary can be defined by a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Consider a highlight line or band boundary in the uv space of a parametric surface Q(u, v) as follows:
where t is the parameter and ~t and fl the lower and upper bounds of r For a given surface and light source, the distance d of all points on H,v can be written as a function
, and it must be equal to the light radius r. Thus, we have the following distance equation:
where r = 0 for the highlight line, and r > 0 for the band boundary. Note that the absolute sign involved in the distance formula of Equation 3 can reduce the continuity of the distance equation to C o , causing discontinuities in its lst-and higher-order derivatives. This problem can be solved by simply eliminating the absolute sign, resulting in a signed distance function* denoted by ds as follows:
(B x N). (A-Q) a s -(7) II(B × N)ll
Consequently, the distance Equation 6 can be modified into 
(u'(t),v(t))(v,(t)) =1
(10) 
Formulation as surface-plane intersection problem
The finding of highlight lines as well as highlight-band boundaries on a parametric surface Q(u, v) can be formulated as a surface-plane intersection problem performed on an auxiliary surface. Figure 8a . When intersecting this auxiliary surface with a plane d=c parallel to the uv plane, we obtain one or more intersection curves I-l,v which can be projected in the uv plane as shown in Figure  8b . Using a surface evaluator for Q(u, v), we can map the intersection curves into the object space of the surface Q(u, v), as shown in Figure 8c , and we obtain a highlight 
Use of contouring algorithms
The surface-plane intersection problem can be solved numerically using a contouring algorithm. These algorithms are used to find curves of constant height (isolines or contour lines) on a single-valued surface. The surface is defined by discrete values given at the vertices of a mesh; in our application, this is any mesh defined in the 2D uv space.
Contouring algorithms are robust and fully automatic. Figure 10 , ds(u, v) extends to both sides of the uv plane, and allows for the intersection with ca0 as well as with c= +r. Figure 11 shows the resulting highlight-band boundaries and the centred highlight line in uv space. Mapped into the object space, the corresponding patterns can be recognized in Colour Plate 1. .5000 Figure 11 Result of intesecting signed distance surface shown in Figure   10 with planes c=O and c= +r in uv space rIsolines for d= +r, d= -r and d=O. O.] and allow for recognizing the shape of the contour lines. Traced contour-line algorithms require additional sorting, and deliver the points of the contour lines in a proper sequence that is suitable for a parametric representation of the resulting curves H,v(t) as defined in Equation 5 .
Constructing distance surface
For a given surface mesh, the standard method of constructing the signed distance surface is defined in Equation 7. In some rare cases, however, the denominator in Equation 7 may become zero if a surface normal is parallel to the light source. This can be avoided by restricting the range of the light-source orientation. Nevertheless, there is a solution for this problem. Notice that the distance equation when the denominator is nonzero. Hence, we can, alternatively, use the function
(B x N).(A-Q) (15)
to construct the distance surface. We call this function the pseudo sioned distance function, denoted by dps.
The pseudo signed distance dp, can be evaluated without numerical problems. In the case in which a surface normal is parallel to the light source, the corresponding dp, is zero. This is a mathematically explainable result: since the two lines are parallel, they must lie on the same plane and intersect at infinity. An example of using dp, is given in Figure 12 . An added advantage of dp, over d, is that it is obviously more efficient to evaluate.
For highlight-band boundaries, there exists a similar technique which replaces the original distance equation Numerical contouring algorithms can be classified into two types. Piecewise contour-line algorithms intersect the plane c with one face of the mesh at a time, and deliver an unordered set of line segments. These disconnected line segments, when displayed, blend visually together 
Contouring offset surface
Numerical contouring algorithms are frequently used in computer-graphics applications, and they are well covered in the literature (see, for example, References 8-11). For the creation of highlight lines, the contouring algorithm is the 'workhorse', and it is instrumental in achieving realtime response. Therefore, a speed-optimized contouring algorithm called NISO has been developed at the University of Michigan, USA. The algorithm is unique in its design, and is briefly described in the following. NmO generates contour lines of a single-valued continuous surface in linear time using the traced Figure 13 Implementation of edge-oriented data structure in NISO contour-line scheme. The surface is represented by its offset values at the vertices of a mesh which consists of quadrilateral faces, triangular faces, or both types of face. We exemplify the principles Of NISO using the quadrilateral faces of a rectangular grid.
To trace the path of contour lines efficiently, NISO creates the set of interrelated tables shown in Figure 13 . The vertex table lists all the vertices of the mesh with coordinates u, v and surface offset values ds. The edge table contains all the edges of the mesh. Each edge is defined by the pointers to the beginning and ending vertices VB, liE. In addition, pointers to the face table indicate the two faces FI, Fr that the edge belongs to. The ISDT column in the edge table is initially zero, and is used during processing. The face table defines all the faces of the mesh through pointers to their bounding edges (there are four edges for a quadrilateral mesh).
With the vertex, edge and face tables in place, the algorithm finds the contour lines for a given isovalue c in two steps: A tracing algorithm is used to find the connectivity between the intersection points, and it delivers a set of point sequences, each representing the path of a continuous contour-line segment.
The principle of the tracing algorithm is briefly illustrated in Figure 14 . The intersection point li, on edge E 1 leads the contour line from face F1 into face F2. This information is available from the edge 
Assessment of algorithm
The algorithm is an efficient computational algorithm for realtime surface-quality assessment. The efficiency is based on the linear-time-complexity nature of this algorithm. The total time consumption of the algorithm can be divided into two major fractions: the time needed to perform numerical computations, and the time needed to display results on the screen. The computational part of the algorithm includes three major steps: constructing an offset surface, contouring the offset surface, and mapping the intersection curve(s) back into the object space; all of them are of linear complexity. Although the complexity of the graphics-display part varies with the hardware used, it is usually linear in nature as well. Therefore, the overall time complexity of the algorithm is linear.
The algorithm was implemented on a Silicon Graphics Personal Iris workstation. To verify the time complexity and speed of the algorithm, the wall clock time* was measured in relation to the manipulation of a light source. *Wall clock time is the only meaningful criterion for the end user of a system. The surface used in our measuring environment is a bicubic B-spline surface, as shown in Figure 2 , and its grid resolution ranges from 32x32 to 100×100 (corresponding to a total number of 1024 to 10000 points). Figure 15 shows the response times for the manipulation of a highlight line through the rotation of the light source. In addition, Figure 15 also indicates the time savings obtained by using the pseudo signed distance function.
From Figure 15 , we observe the following:
• The response time is close to linear, which verifies the linear time complexity of the algorithm.
• For the given range of grid resolution, a light-source manipulation can be completed within, approximately, 0.050-O.193 s. This allows the screen to be updated at a corresponding rate of 20.0-5.2 frames/s. The result provides the user with an adequate realtime response for interactive surface-quality assessment.
• The use of the pseudo signed distance function saves an average of 15% of the total response time.
CONCLUSIONS
The highlight-line model is a simplified reflection model. The elimination of the viewpoint decouples the viewing operation from the manipulation of highlight lines, and, therefore, improves the performance of the model. The highlight-line model inherits the fundamental properties of reflection lines and isophotes, such as the continuityreduction property, and it has proved to be intuitive and effective in detecting local surface imperfections. The formulation of finding highlight lines as a surface-plane intersection problem allows us to solve the problem efficiently using a traced-isoline algorithm, which is fully automatic and robust. In addition, it allows the use of a low surface-grid resolution to produce a satisfactory rendering quality. As a result, our algorithm The alternative formulation is not available in the reflection-line and isophote models, but it certainly can act as an example to expand the context of these models as well.
